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A good counter-flooding strategy is vital to the decision maker in case of emergency, but how to evaluate the scheme is still lack of a definite function. To estabhsh a definite evaluation standard, this paper
presents a counter-flooding decision model for scheme evaluation and decision support in shipboard flooding emergency, ft adopts genetic algorithm to solve the proposed optimization model, whicli involves the
combination of counter-flooding tanks that should be filled or evacuation in order to achieve an optimal response to a flooding accident. The genetic algorithm is developed with roulette wheel selection, one-point
crossover, mutation, and iterative process continues until terminating condition is encountered. The stopping criterion proposed in this paper is the tilt angle, also the heeling angle is another terminate rule. The
computational results validate the effectiveness of proposed optimization model and genetic algorithm.
Keywords: Counter-flooding, decision model, genetic algorithm, evolutionary strategy

1. Introduction
Safety is one of tlie main concerns in maritime activity. Although the safety of
a ship may be determined by many uncontrollable factors (such as weather or human error), efficient and continuous monitoring of shipboard systems and the current
safety status is crucial to avoid or at least minimize the effects. Most modern ships
have a damage control center onboard where the crew monitors ship systems and
structures and coordinates emergency teams. With the increasing complexity of ships
and equipment and the numerous systems to support activities onboard, a substantial
amount of data can be received and processed in the damage control center. This
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In reverse engineering (RE) there are several strategies, technologies and mathematical numerics involved from data acquisition system to surface fitting. This makes the reverse engineering methods always
computationally expensive, time taking and more over error prone. Therefore, developing application specific RE method can offer the required quality with reasonable associated time and then cost. This paper
presents a practical and efficient ship hull form reconstruction strategy which align the reverse engineering results into traditional hull form design procedures. The developed approach reads points from a set
of unorganized noisy 3D point cloud and fits to cross-sectional curves network (transversal and waterline sections). It consists of several point cloud pre-processing functions, the curves fitting (interpolation
and approximation) and presents different Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) surface fitting approaches from curves network. The point cloud pre-processing removes outliers and extracts transversal
and waterline sections. It is also equipped with different functions to successfully filter and smooth point
cloud so that it can be fitted to curves by interpolation or approximation. The suitability of different existing surface generations (lofting, patching and surface from curves network) are experimented based on
cross-sectional curves. The developed approach is tested against two hull forms (scanned and manually
generated) point cloud. The tests reveals that, the developed approach is time saving and suitable for hull
form reconstruction.
Keywords: Reverse engineering, hull form, point cloud, curves network, surface fitting

1. Introduction
Reverse engineering (RE) in tlie context of Computer Aided Design (CAD) is an
activity which deals with digitization of a real objects in order to create a numerical or virtual model [33], RE in CAD systems with regard to product development
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Presence of perforated members in ocean structures reduces the wave force on the damaged member
because of the wave structure interaction; breakwaters with perforated members are classical examples
of such kind. While retrofitting and rehabilitation is usuaUy related to strengthening of members, the
presented concept is a novel attempt as it addresses decrease in the encountered forces on the members.
The present study is attempted numerically to quantify the force reduction on ocean structures encompassed by perforated outer covers with different geometric configuration of outer cylinder. Present study
highlights the reduction of hydrodynamic response of perforated members under regular waves using numerical simulation. Hydrodynamic responses of cylinders with and without perforated cover are estimated
for different sea states which are categorized as low, medium and steep wave steepness index. Based on
the studies carried out, it is shown that there is average force reduction of about 60% is seen for the chosen geometric configuration. For this study the orientation of the structure under regular waves are also
considered.
Keywords: Force reduction, hydrodynamic response, perforated members, ocean structures, orientation
of structure

1. General
Tlie presented rehabilitation technique on structures is one of the stress relieving
concept which is used to taking the advantages of reducing the external forces on
the over stressed member Encompassing perforated outer cover around the existing
member is a novel attempt as it does not demand any replacement of the member;
it suggests encompassing the inner existing cylinder with outer perforated member
The recommended technique of encompassing the inner cyUnder with outer perforated cover is a very practical retrofitting and feasible method. The recommended
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An 8 DoF ship maneuvering motion model for a twin-propeller twin-rudder high-speed hull form is
developed from captive model experiment data available from literatures. The degrees of freedom considered are surge, sway, yaw, roll, rudder rate and propeller rate. Besides maneuvering motion model,
variation of port/starboard propeller thrust and torque and port/starboard rudder normal force and rudder
torque are also included in the model. An uncertainty analysis computation for the mathematical model
is carried out. Uncertainties in the experimental data and the polynomial curve fitting during modeling
are included in the computation. It is shown that the mathematical model uncertainty is higher than the
experimental uncertainty. Uncertainty is propagated to full-scale zigzag maneuver using the conventional
Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) method. The uncertainty analysis results will be useful for further improvement of mathematical inodel, validation of CFD simulation results of appended hull maneuvering
tests, etc. We have also shown the utility of asymmetric operations of the twin-propeller and twin-rudder
by carrying out full-scale simulation a zigzag maneuver and showing the variation of the rudder normal
force and torque.
Keywords: Maneuvering inodel, twin-propeller asymmetry, twin-rudder asymmetry, uncertainty assessment, MCS

1. Introduction
Mathematical modeling of ship maneuvering motion involves developing a set
of non-linear, cross-coupled ordinary differential equations. The motion equations
are usually developed in the body-fixed non-inertial coordinate system. Therefore,
non-linear inertial force corrections come to the motion equation. To trace out the
ship trajectory in space, Euler's angle transformation of the body-fixed dynamics to
Earth-fixed coordinate system is required. Besides the motion equation, the expres* Corresponding author: Vishwanath Nagarajan, Department of Ocean Engineering & Naval
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The growing number of large ships demands predicting their optimum performance with respect to
travel time, fuel efficiency and the safety of cargo and personnel in specified shipping routes. This can
be achieved using efficient and easy to use numerical tools capable of predicting hydrodynamic loads
on floating vessels with steady forward speed and solving their motion response in various wave conditions. A three-dimensional potential theory based code using the Green function method is developed
with consideration of forward speed effects. The generalized coordinate system is used to allow motion
response calculations with respect to any desired body coordinate system and a common quadrilateral
meshing format. The formulation and calculafion of added mass and damping coefficients at zero and
infinite frequency in forward speed case has been also provided.
A number of shuctures including simple geometries and full ship huU forms have been analyzed and
validated against published theoretical, numerical and experimental results. The comparison results are
found to be in excellent agreement. The theoretical formulation, numerical implementation and result
comparisons are presented here.
Keywords: Forward speed, potential theory, 3D panel method. Green funcfion
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ship forward speed
wave heading
wave amplitude
wave number
incident wave frequency
encounter wave frequency
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This paper presents various aspects of propulsive performance of a dynamic azimuthing puller podded
propulsor in open water condition derived from an experimental research. A model podded propulsor was
instrumented to measure thrust, torque and rotational speed of the propeller, three orthogonal forces and
moments, azimuthing angle and azimuthing rate of the unit. Experiments were carried out in which the
azimuthing angle was varied dynamically at multiple azimuthing rates and propeller rotational speeds for
different advance speeds. The model podded propulsor was capable of azimuthing or yawing continuously
in the range of - 1 8 0 ° to +180°, 0° (straight-ahead) being the design operating condhion and positive
azimuthing means a counter-clockwise rotation. The performance coefficients of the propeller and the
pod unit showed a strong dependence on the propeller loading and azimuthing angle. The open water
characteristics were mostly irregular for the astern thrust conditions in the azimuthing angle beyond the
normal inflow condition and the fluctuation of the magnitude of the performance coefficients showed
a considerable range. The azimuthing rate showed little or no effect on the performance coefficients in
the range of azimuthing angles examined. Both at high and moderate propeller loading conditions, an
increase in the shaft speed resulted in slight change in the performance coefficients and the change was
more obvious as the azimuthing angle was increased. The increase in the performance coefficients due to
the increase of propeller shaft speed was not noficeably affected by the change of azimuthing rate.
Keywords: Podded propulsor, dynamic azimuthing, azimuthing rate, propulsive performance, unit forces
and moments

1. Introduction
One of the attractive features of podded propulsor is that the entire unit can be rotated 360° in the horizon so as to direct the thrust vector in any direction. In dynamic
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The numerical predictions of the seakeeping characteristics of catamarans with and without fonvard
speed are presented using a direct time domain approximation. Boundary-Integral Equation Method
(BIEM) with three-dimensional transient free surface Green function and Neumman-Kelvin linearization
is used for the solution of the hydrodynamic interactions in the gap between catamaran hulls and solved
as impulsive velocity potential. The numerical results have shown that the response of the fluid between
multi-hulls can affect seakeeping performance and influence the hydrodynamic forces and the motion amplitude operators of the floating multi-bodies. It is also shown numerically if the critical reduced frequency
is smaller than the ratio of vessel length to hull separation, the wave interactions between hulls are very
significant due to trapped waves in the gap of twin-hull. A hemi-spheroid catamaran, Wigley catamaran,
and DUT high speed catamaran hull forms are used for the numerical analyses and the comparisons of the
present ITU-WAVE numerical results for added-mass, damping coefficients, exciting force, and response
amplitude operators show satisfactory agreeinent with existing numerical and experimental results.
Keywords: Seakeeping, multi-hull vessels, catamaran, rime domain, transient free-surface wave Green
function, boundary integral equation method, Neumman-Kelvin linearization

1. Introduction
Tlie accurate predictions of wave loads and motion charactenstics are of critically
important for the design of multi-hull floating structures which are in sufficiently
close proximity to experience significant hydrodynamic interactions. The oscillation
of each body radiates waves assuming that other bodies are not present. Some of
these radiated waves interact with other bodies which can be considered as incident
waves and wave diffraction occurs as the consequences while some others radiate to
infinity. The response of the fluid between multi-hulls can affect both manoeuvring
and seakeeping performance as well as influence the hydrodynamic forces and the
motions of the floating multi-bodies.
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